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Trend #1: Electronic payments have increased and are still increasing 

due to covid-19



Trend #2: Cash continues to dominate transactions



Trend #3: Companies are reducing their physical infrastructure to become more 

cost efficient
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Trend #3: Companies are reducing their physical infrastructure to become more 

cost efficient



RESOURCE SHARING TO CLOSE THE GAP



Planned 2021

Outlook

Live

viacash provides the largest independent cash in/cash out

infrastructure in Europe

Key retail partners

~20,000
POS

Core Business

E-Shop

Network Core Business

Expansion to value 

added services

Expansion of

digital footprint



How can E-Shops take advantage of the trends?

Automation of Operations
Digital Experience

How can we create a truly unique 

customer experience?

How can we automate our cash process?

How do we make the physical transaction

act as a prepayment?

Utilizing Cash

What innovative cash services can be offered?

How can we connect the physical transaction to the online world?



Three use cases: payments, top-ups and returns through the viacash partner 
network

Customers Network E-Shop

Payment1 Payment1

Top-Up2 Τop-Up2

Return 3

2 31

3Return



Pay, receive your return or top-up your account at our partner stores!3

Select viacash as your payment, top up or reimbursement method

Shop and return online by choosing viacash during the check-

out process or top-up your account:

a) On the website 

b) Through your mobile app

1

How it works – the viacash User Experience

2 Acquire the barcode

Get your viacash barcode through

PDF, SMS, or Apple wallet

Sample Partners

Scan the barcode at our partner's checkout and

pay for your purchase, receive your return or 

top-up your account



1) Payment via website

4) Pay at our partner stores

He can then scan the barcode at one of our partner stores and 

repay his bill instantly

<

Payment option screen

2) Payment option: viacash!

The customer selects viacash as his preferred payment option

3) Receipt of payment

He receives an email or SMS with the barcode which can be print 

or be stored into the apple wallet, as shown below:

Payment procedure

Complete your transaction at our 

following partners

viacash - easy and secure cash payments. With viacash you can complete your payment without providing personal data or 

a credit card. After you're done, you'll receive a PDF or SMS Barcode. Scan the barcode at the checkout at a partner

store in your region and pay your bill in cash.

Complete integration on the E-Shop Website

The customer decides that he wants to complete his purchase 

through the e-shop’s website



Complete white label 

integration

The viacash logic is to 

completely integrate with the IT 

systems. When the customer 

completes his payment the e-

shop receives:

✓ Immediate payment 

confirmation

✓ Next day payment delivery

The e-shop can keep its KPIs up 

to date by seeing immediately 

where the payment came from 

and who made it!

A truly mobile E-Shop experience

1) Enter the mobile application

The potential customers log into

the e-shop’s mobile app

2) Method of payment or 

compensation

They choose viacash as their 

preferred payment option or 

method of collection

3) Barcode Ticket

They receive a barcode ticket they can store 

in the app. They can then scan it at the 

viacash partner

network and complete their payment or 

receive their compensation

Payment

Pay off your bill or receive your 

reimbursement in cash

Reimbursement Payment



Spain

# of POS:

Austria

Partners:

# of POS: ~ 2.500

Germany

Partners:

# of POS: ~ 12.000

Switzerland

Partners:

# of POS: 1081

Italy

Partners:

# of POS: ~1000

Greece

# of POS: 160

Partners:

~ 3,000

Partners:

viacash: A European-wide transaction network



Retailers

Consolidated solution with over 800+ partners

Banking

Bill Payment

Online Payment



Cash solutions in the Digital Era

See you at our booth!
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